
Conference: 
It’s Time 
to be Bold 
The first pan-university 
gathering around social 
innovation at UofT

Conclusion: This conference identified and delivered value to the 
students, the University and partners. 

Our findings

1. Students have robust personal narratives around social 
innovation 

2. Conversations have value to students 
3. Experiences give knowledge context 
4. The pan-university approach is valuable 
5. There is value in engaging outsiders 
6. Opening UofT’s doors opens possibilities for everyone  

For more information contact Keita Demming keita@theagencyuoft.ca 
or Cindy Ross Pedersen cindy@theagencyuoft.ca
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Hart House /

Simulcast at UTM /



It’s Time to be Bold, 
Social Innovation at UofT, November 21, 2016

450
REGISTRANTS

220 HART HOUSE 

38 UTM 

P A R T I C I P A N T S :

Conference Goals
• Help students navigate the social innovation landscape at UofT and outside in the world

• Creating awareness of what individuals and organizations are doing within the field

• Provide a platform at UofT for collaboration and exchange

• Strengthen commitment for social innovation and entrepreneurship

ANALYSING
THE DATA

Analysis of the registration data showed similar distribution to the 
attendee data with pan university representation by campus, college 
and area of study. There was an overweight interest from graduate 
students and strong interest by UTM and UTSC students.

• 67% Arts and Science
• 15% Applied Science and 

Engineering
• 18% Other

• 22% UTSC
• 11% New College
• 11% University College
• 10% Victoria College
• 8% St. Michael's College
• 8% Trinity College
• 8% Woodsworth College
• 5% UTM (not including 46 

registered through UTM)
• 2% Innis College
• 15% Other (78% 

Engineering)

• 16% Education (OISE)
• 16% Management
• 16% Public Health, 

Medicine
• 10% Applied Science and 

Engineering
• 8% Information
• 33% Other (38% Political 

Science/Munk)

• 39% Academic 
• 28% Non Profit
• 22%For Profit
• 3% Government
• 7% N/A

• 48% alumni
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PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL IMPACT
We asked registrants to identify their top 3 UN 
Sustainable Development Goals. Students and 
non-students alike rank Quality Education first 
followed by Good Health and Well-Being as their 
top goals. Registrants and attendees of the 
conference showed a similar pattern.

We asked registrants to rank their knowledge of 
social innovation from 1 (low) to 10 (high). Most 
students rank themselves between 5 and 9. This 
distribution is seen in registrants, attendees and 
generally undergrads and graduate students.
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We asked the audience what social 
innovation means to them

SOCIAL INNOVATION 
An activity that profoundly changes social 
relations or interactions, deeply challenges or 
shifts our existing paradigms, and significantly 
changes resource flows within an existing 
social system 
(Demming, 2016)

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR
Social entrepreneurs drive social innovation and 
transformation. A social entrepreneur, similar to 
a business entrepreneur, builds strong and 
sustainable organisations, which are either set 
up as not-for-profits or companies.
(The Schwab Foundation for Social 
Entrepreneurship)

SOCIAL INTRAPRENEURSHIP
People within a large corporation who take 
direct initiative for innovations that address 
social or environmental challenges while also 
creating commercial value for the company.
(Forbes)
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This will be my first serious exposure to this topic.

I want to learn the knowledge and skills required to be 
an agent for change and to create an equitable and 
sustainable future.

I am new to the field of social innovation and 
entrepreneurship. I am interested in the intersection of 
employment and health. I think there is an undeniable 
connection between good Health and Well-Being, and 
Decent work and Economic Growth. 

I would like to attend this conference because I have 
so much energy and aspiration to make a change but I 
do not know where to start. This conference will be a 
great opportunity for me to learn where others started 
and maybe even be inspired to go out there in my 
community and innovate. 

To learn how social innovation and social 
entrepreneurship influences Toronto.

I am from a country which used to be considered a 
third world country. I have seen people suffering from 
a lot of these problems. I wish to help them one day to 
my capacity.

Right now, I am still confused about what I am going to 
do after graduate from university. I want to find out 
that with a degree in computer engineering, how I 
could make some positive changes in the world in the 
future, such as how to improve people's well-beings 
using the knowledge in the technology filed.

Tell us about your experience with social innovation and social 
entrepreneurship? Why do you want to attend the conference?

I'm new to this.

Engaged Learning for Social Innovation
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As an aspiring engineer, the basis of my studies is 
effective design. However, I think that traditional 
engineering design has become detached from the 
social sphere in which it is implemented. I am 
interested in learning about strategies for design in 
social innovation, so that I can integrate these skills to 
design more strategically & holistically.

Last year my friend and I teamed up to advocate for 
setting up a gender-neutral bathroom in our building. 
While it took the better part of a year, we did manage 
to achieve our goal. Yet, the process was taxing and I 
often felt we lacked the experience and political 
knowledge about how to implement this change. 

I worked in both citizen engagement and public sector 
agencies, mainly in health and city building, before 
starting my PhD degree. Now I feel somewhat 
isolated from putting my studies to real-world use. I 
would like to see what the connections are between 
academia and social innovation and what 
opportunities are available to connect population 
health interventions to sustained social well-being.

I have always had a passion for social innovation but 
had no means of learning. I entered my masters 
degree to learn what social innovation are and how I 
could leverage conventional business models to 
create for-profit social enterprises to bridge food 
inequalities and promote better health. This 

conference will provide the opportunity to learn more 
about these areas and meet potential mentors.

As a 4th year student I've realized that disruptive 
innovation is a strong contender in changing the 
business spectrum and the ability for it to have a 
social cause is one that explains my strong interest. 

I grew up in Cairo, Egypt, amidst poverty and social 
injustices. Ever since I arrived to UofT, I have pursued 
any opportunity that may enrich my knowledge and aid 
me in alleviating the social obstacles causing peoples’ 
suffering. Social innovation through social 
entrepreneurship may be the very solution needed in 
such dire conditions and as a result of that, I'm 
interested to learn more.

I have followed and admired social entrepreneurs 
working to improve society from a public good 
standpoint. I would like to move from observer to 
creator and use my background to drive social 
innovation.

My goal is to make Canadians aware of everyone's 
shared responsibilities in the reconciliation process to 
heal the relationship between First Peoples and non-
First Peoples. I want to meet people that have similar 
experiences.

I want to learn more.

Networking & Closing Stories
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Ilse Treurnicht, 
CEO MaRS
Discovery District

“The keynote speaker 
was really amazing 
and I learned that you 
do not have to have a 
definite idea of what 
social innovation is 
about.”

WHAT WAS TALKED ABOUT

STUDENT 
SOCIAL 

INNOVATORS
Med candidate, Social Justice and International, Comparative and Development Education. 
Lissette Rosado Ferrari has worked for international and social justice organizations: U of T's 
Students for International Development and the Centre for Social Innovation. She recently  
returned from serving for the UN in UNICEF Peru as an intern and consultant in Water, Sanitation 
and Environmental Sustainability. 

MASc candidate, Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering. Tricia Jose is the co-
founder and CEO of Vicis Labs, a Canadian FinTech startup focused on financial empowerment. 
She co-wrote and directed “Right Here, Write Now!,” an original non-profit musical that has raised 
over $200,000 for international and local community development, and founded a social good e-
commerce clothing store.at OISE. 

Honours Bachelor of Arts and Science, Political Science and Government; Contemporary Asian 
Studies; Ethics, Society & Law. Kourosh Houshmand, is a recipient of Canada’s Top 20 Under 20 
Award for his work in education entrepreneurship, journalism, and development efforts in sub-
Saharan Africa. He has also been named a 'Climate Hero' by Canadian Geographic and Shell 
Canada and is a recipient of Canada’s Top 30 Under 30 Sustainability Leaders in 2015.
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Zahra Ebrahim,
Co-lead 
Doblin/Deloitte

#innovation is not just                
about shiny new gadgets, it can 
touch every facet ofa our lives. 
#socinnuoft…

we need new *coalitions* of 
problem solvers finding solutions 4 
Canada & world #inclusive 
#innovation #socinnuoft”
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BREAKOUTS
Hart House
Doblin
Steps Initiative 
Think Fresh
CSI Regent Park
Mendicant Group
Brookfield Institute, Ryerson
Social Ventures Zone
Simon Fraser University, 
RADIUS 
Centre for Indigenous Studies 
Social Innovation Generation
Social Enterprise Toronto
Learning Enrichment 
Foundation
Rotman School of Management
Centre for International 
Experience
Community Engaged Learning, 
New College
Innovation Hub 
Integrated Learning and 
Community Engagement, Hart 
House
The School for Social 
Entrepreneurs Ontario
UofT Department of Medicine 
UofT Translational Research 
Program
Wilfrid Laurier University 

IHPME, Health Policy, University 
of Toronto
Career Centre
Fail Forward
Health Quality Ontario
Dept of Computer Science 
Innovation Lab (DCSIL)
World Vision Canada
Microsoft
Rotman Net Impact
Impact Centre
Greenhouse, St. Paul's College, 
Waterloo University
SteadiWear Inc., UofT
Braze Mobility, UofT, UBC
CSI Agents of Change: Climate 
Solutions
Centre for Critical Qualitative 
Health Research
Mowat NFP
Sarona Asset Management
Accelerating Ventures Program, 
MaRS
Ezzy Lynn
iamsick.ca
Impact Capitalyst
Youth Opportunities Fund, 
Ontario Trillium Foundation
School of Graduate Studies

• City level social innovation 
• Universities/Colleges
• Social Justice
• Global Impact
• Engaged Learning
• Health Equity
• Careers in Social 

Innovation
• Winning 

Competitions
• Incubators/

Accelerators
• Measuring Impact
• Funding Social Entrepreneurship
• School of Grad Studies: Top Research

SPEAKERS
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Josh @worldvisioncan is sharing on solving 21st 
century problems with 21st century solutions. 
#energy #socialinnovation #socinnuoft

UTM
UTM students could attend the Hart House event or a local event at the I-Cube facility. 38 students (of 
the 46 that registered) attended a lunch time keynote by World Vision with an additional 7 students 
attending at Hart House, one on the organizing team. Streaming of all sessions in the Great Hall at Hart 
House was available remotely. 

Josh Folkema, 
World VisionK
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ICUBE Social Innovation Lunch
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FEEDBACK
IDEAS & CRITICISMS• It was my first exposure to a conference on the 

concept of social innovation and I was blown 
away by the encouragement, access to 
resources and motivation I felt!

• Excellent forum for like-minded individuals to 
connect, learn from each other, inspire and 
share ideas. An accessible conference open to 
all kinds of audiences

• It was very enlightening and gives you that little 
push of confidence you need to start the 
projects you've always wanted to. 

• It's one of those rare opportunities to have 
cross-discipline exchange of ideas and new 
findings and perspective on social innovation.  

• Very informative session and great crowd! 
Learned a lot from just listening to the people's 
stories.

• Great interactive conference with a wide range 
of attendees. Generates fresh thinking.   

• I think that information is powerful in a field that 
is constantly changing.  I think that increasing 
exposure and connections are important.

• Not enough time for real networking.  I am 
looking for people myself but the schedule did 
not leave much time for introductions You 
could have taken advantage of such a wide age 
range (read experience) to promote face to 
face, small group mixing.

• More interactive learning would have been 
good; some of the panels were too one-sided 
and too long. 

• It was definitely a little alienating for folks who 
were just learning about social innovation and 
went a bit beyond the depth for people wanting 
to learn more about what social innovation is. 

QUALITY of speakers 

connecting with like-minded people   

inspirational 
more NETWORKING time, more INTERACTIVE time

City Level Social Innovation
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• Ongoing speaker series for small group learning on a variety of topics, with 
partners, at various locations across UofT.

• Create focused working groups around core themes for social innovation at 
UofT: pedagogy and impact measurement.

• Strengthening UofT’s commitment to social innovation using The Agency as 
a connector and capacity builder.

NEXT STEPS

Group Hug, Great Hall
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Conference sponsored by: Hart House, University of Toronto Mississauga, Institute for Global Health Equity & 
Innovation, Dalla Lana School of Pubic Health, Student Life, School of Graduate Studies, New College , Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education

Conference facilitators: Alex Jadad, Andrew Do, Angela Chen, Hannah Girdler, Helen Kontozopoulos, Igor 
Samardzic, Jenifer Newcombe, Jon Bray, Julia Smeed, Liam O'Leary, Linzi Manicom, Lisa Lalande, Renee 
Devereaux, Richard McAloney, Shauna Brail, Ushnish Sengupta

Conference team: Aditya Patel, Angela Chen, Cindy Ross Pedersen,  Claudia McKoy, Cristina Goncalves, Donna 
Heslin, Edwin White Chacon, Hazem Danny Al Nakib, Igor Samardzic, Jesse Han, Jon Bray, Julia Smeed, Keita 
Demming, Lissette RosadoFerrari, Nikki Sigurdson, Paula Paunic, Quinn Underwood, Sam Dumcum, Yara Abuhudra, 
Zainab Abbasi

For more information see theagencyuoft.ca or contact 
Keita Demming keita@theagencyuoft.ca, Cindy Ross Pedersen cindy@theagencyuoft.ca


